Charlie's Hot Rod
Bay Colt Foaled April 19, 2023
Reg No. 3ZG40 Microchip No. 985141001473701

1st Dam
Moonlit Shark p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:52f ($79,330) by Four Starzzz Shark. 4 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Tompkins-Geers S., leg Pennsylvania Stallion Ser. at Philadelphia, Pocono. From 5 previous foals, dam of 3 winners, 2 in 1:55, 3 in 2:00, including:
HOOSIER SHARK p,2,1:55.2f; 3,1:54.1f; BT1:52f ($118,492) (Tellitlikeitis). 14 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, second in elim. Late Closer at Hoosier. At 3, second in Murray & Mary Smith Mem. at Farmington; third in leg Jerry Landess Ser. at Hoosier.
PRINCESS SHARKTANK (M) p,2,1:55; 3,1:52f ($42,320) (Tellitlikeitis). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, second in Final Late Closer at Hoosier; third in leg Indiana Sires S. at Hoosier, leg Late Closer at Hoosier. At 4, second in leg Vincent Fusco Jr. Mem. at Freehold.

2nd Dam
Moonlit Bay p,4,1:52.1h ($4,239) (Tellitlikeitis). Now 2 and racing, timed in 2:01.1. At 2, third in Michigan Colt S. at Hart.

3rd Dam
Mach Three p,3,1:49
Wheres The Beach
Precious Bunny p,3,1:49.4
Lake Nona p,3,1:58.1h
Cam's Card Shark p,3,1:50
Windsun Dee
Abercrombie p,4,1:53
Moonlit Path
MOONLIT PATH by Niatross. From 11 foals, dam of 7 winners, 3 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, including:

**STRAIGHT PATH** p,3,1:51.2 ($660,830) (Abercrombie). 8 wins at 3. At 3, winner elim. North America Cup, Final North America Cup, Final Motor City P. at Hazel, leg Youthful Ser. at Mohawk (2); second in Burlington P., leg Youthful Ser. at Mohawk, Final Youthful Ser. at Mohawk, leg Mohawk Ser. at Mohawk (2), elim. Motor City P. at Hazel.

**MOONLIT BAY** (M) p,2,1:57.2; 3,1:55f; 4,1:52.1 ($186,732) (Abercrombie). As above.

**MOUSSSELINE HANOVER** (M) p,3,1:59.4f; 1:54f; BT1:53s ($148,368) (Better's Delight). 31 wins, 3 thru 11. At 2, third in New York State Fair S. at Tioga, leg New York-Bred LO at Tioga. At 4, 3 wins in cons. Pelticat Ser. at Yonkers, leg Pelticat Ser. at Yonkers. Dam of **SIERRA MYSTIQUE** p,3,1:58.2; 1:54.4, **TENAYA** p,2,2:00f; 4,1:57.3.

**ROMANTIC WALK** (M) p,3,1:58f; 4,1:56.1f; BT1:55.1 ($34,432) (Abercrombie). 6 wins at 3 and 4.

**MONTONIA HANOVER** p,1:55.2f; BT1:55.1h ($32,464) (Dragon Again). 6 wins, 4 thru 6.

**SYMPHONY BAY** (M) p,3,1:58f; 4,1:56.1; BT1:55.1 ($34,432) (Precious Bunny). 6 wins, 3 thru 4.

**LEAPFIRE** (M) p,3,1:58f; 1:55.4f; 3,1:54f; 4,1:53h ($18,414) (Precious Bunny). 7 wins, 3 thru 4. Dam of **LANTERN LIGHT** p,2,1:59.1f; 3,1:52.3f ($143,032) (Tyler B). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner elim. Confederation Cup; third in Final Confederation Cup.

**LADYPOP** (M) p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.2f; BT1:52.4 ($165,038) (Albatross). Follow My Star Ser. at Garden State; third in elim. Matron S. At 3, winner Adioo Volo S., leg Pennsylvania Sires S. at Pocono. Dam of **HAWAIIAN HUNK** p,2,1:57; 3,1:51.2 ($260,885), **MAMA NUKES** p,2,1:54.2 ($112,642), **NATURAL CAM** p,3,1:57.1h; 1:51.3. Grandam of **ALEX SHREDDER** p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:55.2h; 4,1:52f ($130,041).

**PARKLANK ART** p,2,1:56h; 3,1:53.4, **PAPA NUKES** p,3,1:57.1f; 4,1:55.4f, **SWEETCHELDFORLAIN** p,2,1:56h, **SMARTIST ARTIST** p,2,1:56h; BT1:52.2 ($331,502).

Producers: Fifth Ave Falcon (dam of **BUCKBUCKBUCK MACH** p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:54.2f; 4,1:53h - $150,795, **SYMPHONY BAY** (M) p,3,1:58.4h; 4,1:55.3h, **WHITE MOUNTAIN LEE** p,2,1:55.4h, **WHITE MOUNTAIN ACE** p,2,2:04h; 3,1:58.2f; 4,1:57h).

4th Dam

**LIGHT THE NIGHT** p,2,1:55.4f; 3,1:52.3f ($143,032) (Tyler B). 15 wins, 2 thru 6. At 3, winner elim. Confederation Cup; third in Final Confederation Cup.

**LEAPFIRE** (M) p,3,1:58.4h; 4,1:58f; 1:55.2f; BT1:56.3s ($18,414) (Precious Bunny). 7 wins, 3 thru 5. Dam of **O K ACRABAT** p,3,1:53.2; 4,1:53.1, **FIREFIT** p,3,1:54.1, **OK BRILLIANT** p,2,1:54h; 3,1:58.4h; 4,1:54.3f, **BRUDESTREOS** p,3,1:55.2f.

**ANOTHER HALO** (M) p,2,1:59.3 ($10,893) (Niatross). 3 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner Landmark S.; third in leg New York Sire S. at Saratoga. Dam of **HELLO HALO HELLO** p,2,1:57.4f; 3,1:55.2; 4,1:52.3 ($137,305), **DRAGON'S GEORGETTE** p,2,1:57.1f; 4,1:53.3, **SAINT GEORGE** p,3,2:00h; 1:54.2f, **THE MAGIC PAN** p,2,1:55.3, **PT CRUISER** p,3,1:58f; 4,1:57.2f. Grandam of **BETTOR'S BALLERINA** p,2,1:56.3; 3,1:57.1h; 1:55.4h ($151,243), **DELIGHTFUL BRAEDEN** p,3,1:55.4f; 1:50.4h ($139,915), **MVP FIFTY FIVE** p,2,1:58.2f; 1:54.4h ($130,140), **DELIGHTFUL DANCER** p,2,1:58.2h; 1:53.4f; 4,1:53.2, **HOOSIER HI FLYER** p,2,1:55.1; 3,1:53.2, **HARD HEADED WOMEN** p,2,2:05.3h; 1:53.3, **BUBBA ZANETTI** p,4,1:54.4, **CAN U HEAR ME** p,2,1:55.2, **MAJOR JETTE** p,3,1:58.4h; 4,1:55.3h, **HELLO AMERICA** p,2,1:57.3; 4,1:57.1h, **DELIGHTFULDANIELLE** p,3,1:58.1h; 4,1:58h.

**Kinki** (M) p,2,2:03.2; BT1:57.1s ($7,950) (Precious Bunny). Winner at 2. At 3, second in leg New York-Bred LC at Saratoga; third in leg New York-Bred LC at Buffalo. Dam of **MY DRAG QUEEN** p,2,1:53.4; 3,1:52.3f; 4,1:51f ($217,972), **SIR DUTCH** p,2,1:57.4; 4,1:56h, **MAX ATTACK** p,2,2:00.3; 3,1:58.3h; 4,1:57.1h. Grandam of **DRAGON SAID** p,3,1:57.3h; 4,1:49.4h ($381,374), **LANJO LEE** p,2,1:55; 3,1:50.3f; 4,1:50f; 23 ($164,146), **CASEY'S DRAGON** p,3,1:53.4f.

Moonlit Path (M) (Niatross). As above.

Next Dam - **LANTERN** p,3,1:57.2 (Meadow Skipper-FLICKER-Poplar Byrd)